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USEFUL CHARITY
"She is very liberal in her charities," said one woman.
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Gambling and Investment

"Yes," answered the other; "liberal, but not always practical. For
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For the Boys!
AMERICAN HOMESTEAD
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Ingersoll Dollar
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WATCHES
Which We Are Giving Away
Every boy, no matter where he lives, Is entitled
to one of theso watches FREE! This Is a Genuine
Time Keeper and la guaranteed for one year. ThJs
Is the famous Ingerfloll Dollar Walck that you hava
heard so much about, brought right down to date
greatest
timepiece ever made. It Is advertised as n
tho latest model of tho
other watch ever known has been advertised, and now enjoys a sale of over
2,000,000 every year. This is Just tho watch you want It Is full stem wind
movement, the finest
and pendant set, and is fitted with tho improved
ever used in a watch of its price. Case Is smaller and thinner than any
previous model, and has a close fitting snap back and bezel that is substantially dust and moisture proof. Made In handsome nickel finish and is s
little beauty.
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Don't Miss This Chance, Boys, to Get
the Watch Free

All we ask you to do is to get us three subscribers for The Americas Home50 cents each. Your father or mother will tell you of three persons
stead
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have .been floated, the Metropolitan Americas Homestead free. "Write for tho sample copies today. You can give
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to get three subscribers. You can start out right away if you wish,
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WESHIPoNflPPROVAL

without a cent deposit, prepay the freight
ana anow ip DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our
unheard of prices and marvelous offers
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model bicycles.
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a pair of tires from anyone at any price
until you write for our large Art Catalog
n&cmoiT wonderful proposition vufuit
sample oicycie coins to your town.
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